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Trends in caesarean section since 1990

Source: Betrán et al:  The increasing trend in Caesarean section rates. PLoS ONE 2016
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Caesarean rates by economic status

Source:  Boatin et al. BMJ 2018;360:bmj.k55
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Why 
these 
differences?



✓ Increase in the proportion of nulliparous woman

✓ Higher maternal age at birth

✓ Increase in multiple births

✓ Increase in the prevalence of maternal obesity

Changes in the characteristics of the population





Organization
systems and 
facility

Source: Betrán et al. Interventions to reduce unnecessary caesarean sections in healthy 

women and babies. Lancet. 2018 Oct 13;392(10155):1358-1368. 

Factors that affect the frequency of caesarean births

Obstetric 
factors

Women, 
families and 
community

Health 
professionals
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“It’s almost like the perfect 

storm. You’re going to pay 

me more, I get to worry less, 

you’re not going to sue me, 

and I’ll be done in an hour”

(Obstetrician USA)

Source: Kingdon C et al. Non-clinical interventions to reduce 

unnecessary caesarean section targeted at organisations, 

facilities and systems: a qualitative evidence synthesis of 

stakeholders’ views. PLoS ONE. 2018, 4;13(9):e0203274.



Why 
does it
matter?
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Giving birth ≠ medicalization

✓ The concept of “normality” in labour and 
childbirth is not universal or standardized.

✓ The predominant model of care in many 
parts of the world, is the one where a 
health provider controls the birthing 
process.

✓ Healthy pregnant women continue to be 
subjected to ineffective and potentially 
harmful routine labour interventions such 
as perineal shaving, enema, amniotomy, 
intravenous fluids, antispasmodics, and 
antibiotics for uncomplicated vaginal births. 

✓ Over-medicalization of childbirth processes 
tends to undermine the woman’s own 
capability to give birth and negatively 
impacts her childbirth experience.
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Giving birth ≠ death sentence

✓ CS is a surgical procedure which entails 
risks, particularly in LMIC

✓ No amount of CS ensures that women 
who undergo CS are those who need it

✓ CS is used as an “easy” and “safer” 
alternative to instrumental delivery

✓ Rejecting the alternative: disrespectful 
and abusive care during labour and 
vaginal birth

©Photoshare
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✓ Assess the risk of mortality in women who have had a CS and their babies

✓ Evaluate the extent of variation in maternal and perinatal mortality following CS across
regions of the world, by income, by year and by study quality and design

✓ Assess the risk factors for maternal and perinatal mortality in women undergoing CS

Maternal and perinatal mortality following CS in LMIC
Why a systematic review?

Comprehensive
evaluation of 
existing data 
was required

CS is a life-saving procedure
and one of the 6 functions

of CEmOC

Devastating effects if not timely
and properly conducted

Individual studies are often
small with imprecise

estimates on mortality
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Thank you!

Email:                           

Department of 

Reproductive Health and 

Research

Twitter:

@HRPresearch

Facebook:

World Health 

Organization

mailto:reproductivehealth@%20who.int
https://twitter.com/HRPresearch
https://www.facebook.com/WHO/
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Policy implications

Raise awareness that 
unnecessary CS have 
serious consequences 
LMIC – safety not to be 
taken for granted

Improving timely access to 
facility

Appropriate decision-
making

• Indications
• Local circumstances

Innovative strategies to optimize the use and 
quality of CS are urgently needed – it is not 
enough to simply increase the “numbers”

We need to reinvigorate vaginal delivery:

• “Ugly ducking”
• Respectful care for a fulfilling and positive 

experience
• Alternatives that are safe and acceptable

• Surgical technique
• task-shifting
• Enabling environment
• Training and supervision
• Communication
• Team-work


